Sharing records management training resources:
Riding the rising tide of open educational resources (OERs) to solve our common training issues
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What are OERs?
OERs are “open educational resources” that are freely available online for
everyone to use and include:
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1. High time & cost
investment.
2.Longer turn around.
3. Complicated co-ordination.
4. More likely to have
longer, larger impact.
5. Easier to re-use
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2. Faster turn around.
3. More control.
4. May require learning
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5. Limited appeal - less
likely to be reusable.
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3. Small learning
curve.
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Common training needs
Every organization with a records management program needs to train
staff on how to properly manage records. Training ranks at the top of
RM concerns for most organizations (e.g. Jin 2016). As a common need
across organizations, I propose that we have significant opportunities for
collaborating on and sharing training resources. Existing supports like open
educational resources (OERs) and Creative Commons licensing, which are
increasingly used in post-secondary and distance education, can assist in
the goal of increasing RM knowledge across our organizations.
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How do you use OERs?
Start by looking for OERs that are already available and adapt them to
your needs. If you find none, design your own OERs that others can alter.
Considerations like intended audience, longevity of the content, delivery and
distribution plans, and media durability will impact the design of the tool and
may increase or decrease its likelihood of being reused by other institutions.
See the Design for Impact model above for help.
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How do you find or share OERs?
Find RM training resources on Wisc-Online, OER Commons, or SFU Summit
including several audio and graphic OERs created by SFU’s Archives and
Records Management Program. OERs are often, but not always, explicitly
licensed under an open license to facilitate easy sharing and reuse, such
as Creative Commons licenses. Apply an open license to your own training
resource, and contribute it to an OER repository.
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